
Subdwarf B stars as traers of binary evolutionL. Morales-Rueda1, P.F.L. Maxted2, T.R. Marsh31. Department of Astrophysis, IMAPP, Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands2. Shool of Chemistry and Physis, Keele University, UK3. Department of Physis, Warwik University, UKABSTRACTSubdwarf B stars are a superb stellar population to study binary evolution. In 2001, Maxted et al. [3℄found that 21 out of the 36 subdwarf B stars they studied were in short period binaries. These observationsinspired new theoretial work that suggests that up to 90 per ent of subdwarf B stars are in binary systemswith the remaining apparently single stars being the produt of merging pairs (Han et al. 2003 [1℄). Thishigh binary fration added to the fat that they are detahed binaries that have not hanged signi�antlysine they ame out of the ommon envelope, make subdwarf B stars a perfet population to study binaryevolution. By omparing the observed orbital period distribution of subdwarf B stars with that obtainedfrom population synthesis alulations we an determine fundamental parameters of binary evolution suhas the ommon envelope ejetion eÆieny.1. SUBDWARF B STARSSubdwarf B stars are helium burning stars with �0.5M� heliumores and very thin hydrogen envelopes (�0.02M�) [2℄. Theirformation is easily explained by evolution within a binary system.Reent theoretial studies predit that in fat all of them are theresult of binary evolution, and that up to 90% should still have abinary ompanion [1℄.Subdwarf B binaries are detahed systems -there is no mass trans-fer at present between the binary omponents- whih means thattheir detetion is not orrelated with their orbital period. Thisimplies that they are not plagued by detetion biases, whih makesthe omparison between observations and theory possible.2. PROJECT AIMSWe are arrying out a long term observational study of subdwarfB stars. Its aim is to determine:� the proportion of subdwarf B stars in binaries� their orbital period distribution� fundamental binary evolution parameters, by omparing ob-servations with theoretial preditions.These �ndings are of great relevane as they an be applied to anybinary system, and these are ubiquitous in our and other galaxies.3.a OBSERVATIONS versus THEORYObservationsBINARY FRACTION:We measure radial veloity variationsin the spetral lines of the subdwarf B star to establish itsbelonging to a binary system. Maxted et al. 2001 [3℄ andMorales-Rueda et al. 2003 [4℄ �nd that �70% of the sub-dwarf B stars in the Palomar-Green survey are in binaries.Using the same method but looking at the sample of subd-warf B stars from the SPY survey, Napiwotzki et al. (2004)[6℄ �nd a smaller binary fration, �42%. Morales-Rueda etal. 2006 [5℄ also �nd a smaller binary fration, 48%, in theEdinburgh-Cape survey. These disrepanies are probablydue to di�erent seletion e�ets in the di�erent surveys butwe are still not ertain that this is the only reason.ORBITAL PERIOD DISTRIBUTION: The following his-togram shows the distribution of published orbital periodsfor the subdwarf B binaries together with those from ourEdinburgh-Cape study. In most ases we do not know thenature of the ompanions to the subdwarf B stars. In others-mainly the short period systems- we an determine whetherthe ompanion is a white dwarf (blue) or a main sequenestar (red).

3.b OBSERVATIONS versus THEORYTheoryBINARY FRACTION: Theoretial preditions for thepresent binary fration of subdwarf B stars range between45 and 90% [1℄. The rest of the subdwarf B stars would haveformed from a merger of the two stars in a binary and nowappear as single.ORBITAL PERIOD DISTRIBUTION: The orbital perioddistribution determined from population synthesis alula-tions is shown in the �gure below [1℄. The 3 di�erent urvesrepresent di�erent binary formation senarios. All the subd-warf B stars represented by the dotted line have white dwarfompanions, the rest have main sequene ompanions.Theory predits that most subdwarf B stars should be inlong period binaries and have main sequene ompanions.This long period population is missing from the observations(there are only two andidates at present). We believe thisis aused by biases in our observing sample: 1. early typeompanions will swamp the light of the subdwarf B star, 2.long period binaries will show smaller amplitude radial ve-loities therefore higher resolution spetra is needed to �ndthem, 3. longer time baselines are required to measure peri-ods of a few hundred days. We have therefore hanged ourapproah to searh for these long period systems.

4. BINARY EVOLUTIONThe Common Envelope is a fundamental phase of binary evolu-tion whih most binaries with a ompat objet must have gonethrough. During this phase, both stars are engulfed by one om-mon atmosphere that is eventually ejeted thanks to the releaseof orbital energy as the stars spiral loser to eah other. Theommon envelope phase is very diÆult to study beause it onlylasts a short time (1-100 years).By omparing the observations with theoretial preditions, we�nd that the Common Envelope ejetion eÆienies in subdwarfB stars must be very high [1℄.Referenes[1℄ Han Z. et al., 2003, MNRAS, 341, 669[2℄ Heber U. et al., 1984, A&A, 130 119[3℄ Maxted P.F.L. et al., 2001, MNRAS, 326, 1391[4℄ Morales-Rueda L. et al., 2003, MNRAS, 338, 752[5℄ Morales-Rueda L. et al., 2006, Balti Astronomy, 15, 187[6℄ Napiwotzki R., et al., 2004, Ap&SS, 291, 321


